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ABSTRACT

Significant data management systeins available on third
generation hardware are considered. Three types of user inter-
face are. discussed: Own DML (Data Management Language) Sys-
tems, Forms Controlled Systems and POL Embedded Systems.
Typical systems within each category are presented and their
salient features are highlighted.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In this short paper it is not possible to do justice to the

variety of data management systems that are available or immi-

nent. Rather, this paper presents an overview of several major

data management systems selected as typical in three categories

of user languages. A survey of the detailed characteristics (lan-

*i guages, data structures, and facilities) of some dozen systems is

presented in another paper. (1) That paper is a formal, organized,

and consistent tabular restatement of the claimed characteristics

of the data management systems and does not represent an evalu-

ation.

Other writeri have discussed the characteristics and pro-

perties of other systems but we particularly recommend the ar-

ticles by Canning( 2 ,3) as fine descriptive reports on current sys-

tems. We are also assuming that our audience is generally

familiar with data management systems and the important data

structure concepts being developed. For a general reference

manual offering extensive bibliographies and first-class reviews

rather than opinions, we recommend the American Documentation

Institute's Annual Reviews. (4)

It is interesting that the major thrust of the development

of data management systems has not come from the hardware

manufacturers, but rather from military command and control

systems and user groups. Indeed the trend has continued so that

now the software houses are making major contributions in this

area, and we have selected most of our examples from that source.

Data management systems are really an outgrowth from

RPGs (report program generators). Thus one of the early ances-

tors was the set of report generators produced for the IBM 702.

The first of these, the MARK I Generalized Report Generator,

was completed about 1956 and the second, MARK I1 Generalized



Report and File Maintenance Generator was a 1957 vintage system.

This was followed later by 9PAC on the IBM 709 and 7090 in 1958/59,

while at about the same time the TUFF-TUG-IRS implementation

on the 704 began the series of military data management systems

(s.netizes called command and control systems) that have led to

FFS and NIPS which in turn seem to be the immediate ancestors

of GIS (Generalized Information System) being developed by IBM.

Meanwhile, 9PAC has been the main ancestor for most nonmilitary

implementations.
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2.0 MAJOR CLASSES OF LANGUAGE

In general, the scope of capabilities provided in major data

management systems does not vary very much. The major dif-

ferences lie in the form of the user languages, which are the user

interface to the system. Such languages cover several major func-

* tional areas:

describing data

. input

update

reorganization

retrieval

sorting

presentation

The general user is most concerned with queries to a data base

which utilize the last three areas. In many cases, sorting and

presentation are automatic or separate functions and the major

language differences are typified by the languages used to define

the retrieval required.

Retrieval languages divide into three major categories:

Own DML (data management language)

Forms Controlled

POL Embedded

The three categories can be briefly contrasted as follows:

Own DML Systems are imitative of conventionr,! POL's; Fcrms

Controlled Systems use well tried "forms" techniques common in

everyday business and public life ; and POL Embedded Systems

take advantage of existing powerful programming languages.

3



3.0 OWN DML SYSTEMS

These systems are imitative of procedure-oriented lan-

guages (POLs). They used the style and approach of POLs but

used a new format and verbs specifically developed for data manage-

mert. Just at FORTRAN was oriented toward "scientific: compu-

tation and COBOL toward "business" needs, so DMLs were oriented

toward "data management. " They followed the example of COBOL

in separating the input for various functional areas, e. g., data

description, retrieval conditions, and output format. Indeed they

developed separatr languages for each functional area taking ad-

vantage of the fact that different kinds of users are involved. For

example, data description languages for systems specialists to

establish the file structure, maintenance languages for clerks who

nurture the data base. and query languages for casual users. They

also simplified the programming skills needed, first by restrict-

ing themselvea to basic functions such as sum, count, and average,

and second, by eliminating many housekeeping chores, especially

input/output control, and also the specific counting through records

repeated sets, and individual fields. In fact, some parts of DMLs,

especially query languages, are problem oriented languages, a

specialised type of POL. They are used to specify what is to be

done. not how it is to be done. In particular. most query languages

are "content" oriented. They provide "content retrieval": e. g..

-what is the division of the man whose name is G. Parker? The

NI and TDMS systems described below are typical members of

this category.

4
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3. 1 National Military Command System/NIPS

3.1.1 Background

The NMCS Information Processing System (NIPS/360)

is in essence the Formatted File System, FFS, converted to the IBM

360/50 computer system and operational under Operating System

360/Option 2. Historically, the Formatted File Systems began with

the SAC 438L system on the IBM 7090 in 1961. The NIPS predecessor

on the IBM 1410 was created in 1963 to satisfy the mission of a Naval

Fleet Intelligence Center. Since then, .he system has been employ-

ed at several intelligence centers and commands throughout the world.

Basically, the system has evolved in two separate communities :

Command and Control; and Intelligence. The Intelligence system, the

IDHS FFS, has emphasized efficient processing capabilities and im-

proved output options for their many-volumed data sources. On the

other hand, the Command and Control system, NIPS, has expanded

logical file maintenance, improved the query language. a.d built an

on-line retrieval mechanism. Both the second-generation FFS sys-

tems operate under the modified 1410 operating system OPSYS (1410-

PR-155).

The 1410 FFS is being converted to an S/360 model

50H (eight magnetic tape drives, two Z311 discs, one Z304 disc, ZZ60/

;053. and associated card/read/punch printer equipment) in two pri-

mary phases. Phase I component; include file structuring, file main-

tenance, retrieval and sort, output, remote inquiry processing, sys-

tem formatted output, and necessary utilities. Included in Phase U

are exparded file maintenance including multi-file capabilities, file

revision, on-line update. as well as additional components and utili-

ties. The target date for the operational capabilities is January 1968.

for Phase I and June 1968. for Phase II.

S



3.1. 2 Summary of Capabilities

NIPS/360 is a general-purpose file handling system

operating under O/S 360 and performing tho traditional functions of

structuring, maintaining, revising, and retrieving from a set of data

files. While maintaining a high degree of external compatibility

with its 1410 predecessor, the internal processing methods have been

modified to exploit the capabilities of the third-generation hardware

S/360, and operating system O/S 360. Adhering to the 3trict O/S

360 programming conventions for communication, base register

usage, linkage, etc., the conversion is being done using the COBOL

language down to the subroutine level of software. At the subroutine

level, either COBOL or assembly language will be used depending

on which is necessary to efficiently utilize O/S 360 software and

S/360 hardware capabilities.

Compatibility with the existing 1410 FFS system was

a major design criterion which is being achieved through the ability

to use existing FFS control cards, query and summary decks, file

maintenance decks, and analyst's procedures.

3. 1. 3 Specific Features

The new system does much to alleviate the physical

restrictions of the old system. Specifically, the physical size re-

striction of a logical record to 2701 characters has been relieved

by making each individual group instance a physical record. How-

ever, because of compatibility requirements, some of the logical

shortcomings are still apparent in the system.

In the new system, each File Format Table (FFT

is the computer form of the data description or dictionary) will be

stored with its file. Thus the NIPS files will be "self-describing"

6



and no longer have a physically remote file description which can

easily be misplaced or lost. This should be a major factor in mak-

ing the transfer of data possible among various installations and is

an important development. The S/360 NIPS is primarily a direct

access oriented system utilizing the capabilities of the disc through

the Index Sequential Access Method (SAM) of O/S 360.

The query language for NIPS, called RASP (Retrieval

and Sort Processor) is a good example of its kind. Figure I shows

the rules for the IF clause which illustrates the POL-like structure

* and the wide variety of alternatives pos sible.

3.2 System Development Corporation/TDMS

3.2.1 Background

The Time-Shared Data Management System (TDMS)

is a general-purpose system for managing data in a time-sharing

environment. It is currently being developed by the Technology

Directorate of the System Development Corporation (SDC) as a re-

sult of work sponsored in part by the Advanced Research Projects

Agency (ARPA) of the Department of Defense. TDMS is being de-

signed and implemented for use on the IBM System 360 Model 50

TDMS is an outgrowth of TSS-Lucid System also developed by SDC

for the AN/FSQ-32 computer.

3. 2. 2 Summary of Capabilities

TDMS will permit the uoer to describe and generate

a file as well as retrieve and display data from the fiie on a cathode-

ray tube (CRT) device. It also will provide the capabilities to up-

date and maintain the file and to generate hard copy reports. TDMS

operates under the SDC provided ADEPT operating system. ADEPT

7
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provides a "time-sharing" environment which we define as an

environment having "on-line access" and "multiple access" and
"rapid response. "*

3. 2. 3 Specific Features

" To achieve rapid response in any large data base it

is necessary to be able to provide an access mechanism based on

content. Inverted files or indexes and associative memories are

- two techniques used to do this. TDMS uses a type of inverted file.

In TDMS a file is stored in a series of associated

tables. One group of tables holds the actual data element values.

There is a separate table for each defined data elemeat, and only

unique data element values are stored in these tables (i. e., no dupli-

cate values). Another table contains the names of the data elements

in the files. A third type of table describes the individual data ele-

ments and their logical relationships. It also points to tables which

contain pointers arranged in sorted order, which point to the tables

containing the actual data element valis.

This system provides a variety of on-line services

oriented to users who are not programmers.

There are two cal.abilities in TDMS which can be

used to retrieve data. One of these, QUERY, can produce only

relatively simple outputs. A typical example is "PRINT JOB TITLE

• WHERE POSITION EQUALS PROJECT HEAD. " The second, COM-

POSE/PRODUCE, can produce rather sophisticated outputs. With-

in COMPOSE, the user describes any number of report formats to

TDMS. Each report format has a name and requires several state-

ments to describe the data which is to be output and the way the out-

put will look when it has been produced as a report. PRODUCE

provides the user with the capability of requesting any of the report

formats previously generated in COMPOSE to produce actual reports.

9I
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Through two additional programs, TDMS has capa-

bilfttl. for modifying data element values and for maintaining files.

The UDATEprogram allows the troadeleorcng

dat element values. Th'. MAINTAIN program provides for merg-

ing, subsetting, extracting, ordering, and restructuiring of files.

10



4.0 FORMS CONTROLLED SYSTEMS

These systems are dominated by a design goal to provide a
"simple to use" interface. Well-designed forms can contain self-

explanatory user instructions, reduce the human input, and thus re-

duce errors in language use and input to the system. This is pos-

sible because data management systems do not need all of the facili-

ties of a POL. As the variety of facilities in such systems has in-

creased, so the number of forms needed has increased. The COGENT

and MARK IV systems described below are typical members of this

category.

It is interesting to note that there is a very strong relation

between forms controlled languages and interactive on-line query

languages. For every "box" on a form there is a pre-printed ques-

tion or instruction to the user and the user enters his "response. "

Sometimes the response is made easy by a "multiple choice" format.

Most interactive query languages use the same technique present-

ing one "box" at a time to the user who enters his response. In on-

line mode the housekeeping actions such as "11 you answer yes to

question 7, ignore questions 8 and 9 and go to question 10" is auto-

mated. Thus simple forms controlled systems should be easy to

convert to on-line.

The two systems described below also typify the advent of

software houses providing "off-the-shelf" generalized software

packages. In order to appeal to a wide market, they have extended

forms control to include "own-code, " usually in a conventional POL,

and have made provisions to accept files and data descriptions di-

rectly from other POLe. Thus we begin to see the merging of all

three types of retrieval language that we identified earlier: Own

DML, Forms Controlled, and POL Embedded.

11
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4.1 Computer Sciences Corporation/ COGENT III

4.1.1 Background

COGENT III, a COBOL compatible generalized file

management system, is an advanced general-purpose data manage-

ment system developed by Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC)

for the IBM/360 family of equipment. COGENT III represents the

next development in a series of generalized file management systems

produced by CSC. It follows COGENT If, also developed for the IBM/

360 family, and a series of COGENT systems developed for the IBM

7090, UNIVAC 1107/1108, IBM 7044, and RCA SPECTRA 70.

COGENT I is modular in construction and is de-

signed to function on a wide range of System/360 configurations. It

provides for use of unit record, magnetic tape, and direct access

devices, as well as teleprocessing equipment. The system employs

and is compatible with O/- 360 and the related COBOL compiler.

4. 1. 2 Summary of Capabilities

COGENT III generalizes the major data processing

functions associated with information storage, maintenance, re-

trieval. and presentation. The system allows for use of a common

data base by various groups of users. This facility is provided un-

der the control of a single, comprehensive data directory which de-

cribes all data used or referenced by the system, as well as describ-

ins the relationships between data sets, records, and data fields in

the data buse.
COGENT I consists of an information system language

and a language processor (implemented in COBOL) which interprets

this language and generates functional COBOL programs for maximum

12
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machine independence to perform the information system tasks re-

quested. In addition, an interactive inquiry retrieval and storage

language is provided to meet rapid response requirements. This

language is processed by the COGENT III Interpretive Processor

which is implemented in assembly language employing re-entrant

code. The system provides for specification and generation of pro-

" gram(s) for a simple function, an entire data processing applica-

tion, and/or a series of integrated applications in addition to in-

terpretive processing of dynamic requests for information storage

and retrieval including on-line data input.

4.1.3 Specific Capabilities

The information system language consists of fixed-

form data descriptions and function;A specifications as well as an

interactive inquiry and storage language. The language elements

are designed to allow specification of the information needs of in-

formation collection, storage, maintenance, retrieval, and pre-

sentation for various levels of users, such as management, operat-

ing personnel, and system analysts.

In general the language allows the user to specify

the following:

(1) information to be stored in the data base

(2) source of the information

*. (3) how and under what conditions the information

is created and maintained
(4) what relationships exist between different col-

lections of information (hierarchical structure

and integration between data sets)

(5) who can have access to modify or retrieve the

information

(6) how and under what conditions the information

is to be retrieved

13



(7) how the information is to be presented

(8) on-line, off-line, batched, real-time or demand

processing of tasks

The Data Descriptions allow the user to describe

such items as data fields, relationships between data fields, se-

curity codes for maintenance and retrieval, decoding and encod-

ing association tables, physical characteristics of data elements,

and presentation format of data elements, which fields may be used

as access keys for content retrieval, and which fields are record

identifiers.

The Functional Specifications allow the user to

specify:

(1) the task control information for creation, main-

tenance, sorting, and reporting

(2) the processing mode - direct, demand, or batch

(3) the file structure - serial or direct

The interactive inquiry retrieval and storage language

allows the user to access the data base via "ad hoc" queries and

execution of previously defined queries. The user can obtain im-

mediate response or can batch queries.

Hierarchical data structures are provided on both

serial, direct access data sets as well as between multiple data

sets. In most cases, hierarchical records physically follow their

associated higher level records. In the case of multiple data sets,

different levels of hierarchical records may be physically stored

on different devices (direct access only).

When stored on direct access devices, the record

keys as defined by the Data Description language are employed to

build a record key index. TF's is one method of content access

used to provide rapid response. Records are indexed by hierar-

chical group only. Individual records within the hiera-.chy are

14
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extracted in core from physical blocks containing a hierarchical

group.

An Access Key index is automatically constructed

for each data field defined as an access field in the Data Descrip-

tion language. The index contains an entry for each possible field

value with pointers (record key) to all physical blocks which con-

tain the value. This is a selective form of content access.

4. 2 Informatics /MARK IV

4.2.1 Background

The MARK IV file management system is an advanced

general-purpose software system developed for the IBM/360 series

of equipment. It is the fifth in a qeries of data management systems

designed and developed by Informatics. MARK IV operates under

either the Standard Disc Operating System (DOS) or Operating Sys-

tem (OS). The initial system will be available during the latter part

of 1967 and a final version will be available early in 1968.

4. 2. 2 Summary of Capabilities

MARK IV is a data processing system designed pri-

marily for business or file applications. The system provides for

the generation, maintenance, and retrieval of infcrmation from

tape or disc oriented files. A comprehensive report facility is

also provided.

The system generates computer programs based

upon specifications given to it by the user. The user employs one

or more structured forms to prepare the specifications which be-

come the MARK IV source input. No on-line faculities are now

provided by the system.

i5
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4. 2. 3 Specific Features

MARK IV generates a program to perform the user-

specified functions from preceded routines which are stored in the

MARK IV library. The precoded routines provide for many of the

common data processing tasks, thus reducing the amount of code

that has to be generated.

The user specifies the logical organiz;'tion of his

files and the data are stored on tapes or on disc. The data are

accessed via the Sequential Access Method (SAM) if the storage

medium is tapes, and by the SAM or the Tndex Sequential Access

Method (ISAM) if the storage medium is disc.

The system can create files from various data

sources; maintain files by performing changes, additions, and

deletions; select data records based on selected criteria; make

computations on the data in these records; extract data items from

selected records; and produce new files, parts of files, and com-

binations of files. Various report formats and data arrangements,

as well as the facility to use preprinted forms, are available.

In addition to the standard set of programs provided

by MARK IV, the user also is provided with the facility for calling

up user-coded routines, "own-code." which may be required for

special processing. The system also has the facility for saving a

generated program in its library and calling upon the program if

the user results are required on a periodic basis.

16



.0 POL EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

These systems, instead of Inventing new languages, have

utilized and extenided exieting POLs, mainly COBOL and recently

PL/l. Therefore, they provide all the power of a POL without the

need for special linkages. The IDS, ICS (an expansion cf DL-l),

and DM- 1 systems described below are typical but surprisingly

different members of this category.

5. 1 Gp- ral Electric 'IDS

5. 1.1 Bac~kround

Inte;1rated Data Store (11S) is a data managerrient sys-

tem designed and developed by the General Electric Company in

196S. It, has been implemented in thi GEZOO. 400. and 600 series

of computers.

5.1. 2 Summary oi Capabilities

IDS. in concert with COBOL. provides the capability

for generating. maintaining. and retrievitig data from disc resideaat

file*. IDS operattA under the ereatrol of the GE multiprogrammning

monitor which provides an on-line remote terminal inquiry capa-

* bility.

5. 1. 3 Secific Features

IDS is embedded in COBOL. All the features avail-

able in COBOL are available to the IDS user. Sovm, of thes COBOL

procedures statements hove beer modified, and othier staoementti

have been added to the basic language in order to accommodate IDS



structured files, All maintenance, retrieval, and outputting is

accomplished by using COBOL. Theoretically, a distinct set of

procedures, a unique COBOL program, might be required for

each type of update or query.

IDS provides the facility for placing data in the file

and retrieving from it. The functions performed by IDS itself can

be likened to that of special input and output subroutines.

A variety of physical and logical file structures are

possible under IDS. The user has the traditional capability of speci-

fying the logical structure of his data; he also has some control

over the physical structure. IDS provides the capability of linking

together any combinations of master or repeating groups to form

an entry. During file maintenance, linkages are changed to reflect

any additions or deletions to the file. Neither groups nor entries

need to be physically stored equentially. They may be stored in

a random order, since the links connect all the groups constituting

an entry and an entry is randomized on its key element(s).

IDS pioneered the use of the notion of "sets" typified

by list-processing and ring structures. This is a powerful data

structure concept, hierarchies can be represented in it but it can-

not be represented in physical hierarchical structures. This kind

of power is becoming more important as we begin to implement

"integrated" data bases and was essential to the effective develop-

ment of on-line graphics as exemplified in Sketchpad. (5)

IDS on the GE400 and 600 series of computers op-

orates under the multi-programming monitor and functions like

any other processor (e. g., FORTRAN) in the environment.

There are other basic differences in the versions

of IDS available on the GE200, 400, and 600 series. The 200 series

does not use COBOL, but an assembly language. The differences

between the 400 and 600 series are less pronounced, but the" do

exist primarily in the COBOL language modifications and additions.

18



5. 2 North American Aviation/DL-1

5.2. 1 Background

Data Language-1 (DL-l) is a data management sys-

tem developed jointly by the Space Division of North American

Aviation, Inc. (NAA) and International Business Machines Corpora-

tion (IBM) in 1966. The DL-l effort is a continuing joint effort by

IBM and NAA based on their previous experience with a system

called DATE, which was implemented on the IBM 7010 computer.

The first version of DL-l will contain all the features of 7010 DATE

system. DL-l is written for the IBM 360 family of computers and

requires Operating System/360 and Data Management to operate.

The system also uses COBOL and PL/I as programming languages.

An on-line facility, called Information Control Sys-

tem (ICS) is also being planned. This system will interface with

DL-l and permit simultaneous execution of teleprocessing and con-

ventional batch processing programs. ICS will include a routine

to handle 60 remote terminals and 50 different types of messages.

The system will operate under the OS/360 Interim Sequential Par-

titioned System, and i. scheduled for implementation during the

early part of 1968.

5. 2. 2 Summary of Capabilities

DL-1 provides a user with the means to organize

and describe a hierarchically structured data base. The system

creates a set of directories and data description tables that are

required when the data base is initially loaded into the system,

and when the data is retrieved and manipulated during the execu-

tion of the user's applications programs. Data base definition

is external to the applications program. DL-l also provides the

means for applications programs to interface with the system in

19



order to create, maintain and retrieve data from the data base. The

system also allows for more than one applications program to access

the same data base, a allows logical recordL to span one or more

physical disc tracks if necessary.

Storage media for the data base can be either tapes

or discs. The data in tape files are accessed by the Sequential

Access Method (SAM) while disc files are accessed vi the Index

Sequential Access Method (ISAM).

5. 2. 3 Specific Features

DL-l is an interface between problem oriented com-

pilers (COBOL and PL/I) and the IBM operating system OS/360.

The primary point of contact of DL-l with OS/360 is the Data

Management section of OS/360, which is an Input/Output system

that provides such data handling services as buffering and storage

device control.

The system does not have its own retrieval languages.

Each user of the data base is requized to prepare an applications

program in COBOL or PL/I in order to manipulate the data base.

The applications programs contain interface statements to the PL/I

system, and a communications table called a Program Communica-

tion Block (PCB). The interface statements consist of COBOL or

PL/I "calls" to DL-I followed by a series of parameters which in-

dicate the type of operation on the data base that is desired. The

actual operation on the data base will be performed by the DL-l
[] system.

systm An output formatting program is not available in the

first version of the system, but is being planned for future ver-

sions. Theoretically, this facility could be provided by a COBOL

or PL/I applications program.

This system also incorporates strong separate ter-

minal and data file protection.

20
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5.3 Auerbach/DM-1

5.3.1 Background

Data Manager-I (DM-1) is a generalized data manage-

ment software system designed by Auerbach Corporation as a pro-

" prietary package. The system is being implemented on two dis-

* tinctly different hardware systems: on a Univac 1218 (Mil Spec 418)

for the U. S. Air Force under contract through the Rome Air De-

velopment Center; and on the IBM 360/50 for the Western Electric

Corporation.

5.3.2 Summary of Capabilities

The DM-l system provides program and job library

services, data storage and access services, and job execution con-

trol. The job library contains a number of general-purpose system

jobs for building, maintaining, and querying the data base and job

library. User jobs can be added to this li!rary. The structure of

the data pool provides logically for definition of items and defines

a structure for a set of directory tables.

Basically DM-l provides a nucleus system with em-

phasis on data definition, data structuring, and data access methods.

Features such as generalized report generators, user query and

maintene-.. ages, and recording services are not defined in

the DM-l desig.,. It is intended that these items be developed for

each customer as separate units to be integrated into the system

and currently COBOL can be used as a retrieval language. Pro-

grams (generalized report generators) would be added to the job

library with no unique statuo. The syntax of system languages

(query, maintenance) can be defined by the user through a meta

language (similar to ALGOL).
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S. 3.3 Specific Features

DM-I has been designed independently of a specific

computer. However, the system is designed to utilize fully the

capabilities of whatever operating system that DM-l is to run un-

der. A standard interface is provided to the computer through the

use of the data service routines, which are theoretically the only

computer dependent routines of the system.

DM-l has a very comprehensive logical file structur-

ing capability. The system has been designed to provide a very

powerful data structure facility that can provide complex hierarchies

of logical relationships in the form of general linked-tree structures.

The data description language permits the use of variable length

data elements, optional data elements, and nested structures.

The DM-l data pool is a series of fixed length data

segments containing an unformatted stream of bits. The segment

size of the data pool is independent of the logical file organization

and theoretically utilizes the maximum buffer size of the operating

system. The DM-l access mechanism, which utilizes the IOCS,

transfers the data between the data pool and core. The segmented

data stream is interpreted in core by the data service routines with

the aid of the system directories and the segment index.
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